
Operation Sand Bricks!
Testing to make a better sand brick . 

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.

https://thesilentnight.deviantart.com/art/Playground-Sand-texture-220357329
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


The problem: 

• Our sand brick will not hold its 
own weight and it crumbles! This 
is important because in Arizona 
houses are made of adobe bricks 
which are made of sand! And 
without the proper construction 
they can easily crumble! 
According to one source, making 
bricks produces carbon dioxide, 
warming up the Earth and 
contributing to the greenhouse 
effect.



Research:

After air and water, usable sand is the natural 
resource that we use the most of. It's what entire cities 
are made of and it's running out.

We are going to make a new sand brick and improve 
the structure of it by changing some part of the sand 
mixture. Sand is the majority ingredient in making all of 
our iterations in this brick project. There are many 
varieties of bricks with other materials added 
or layered in.

People all over the world make bricks from earth and 
water or sand or other natural materials available. In 
the desert, they call them adobe bricks and rammed 
earth and are used for homes, walls, and other 
structures.



Materials:

• Sand

• Water

• Brick form

• Screwdrivers

• Graph paper

• Paper

• Student notebooks

•Paper towels
•Glue
•Cardboard
•Construction paper
•Cloth (rags)
•Modeling clay
•Computers



Materials 
we used

Date sand water Towels or 
construction 
paper or 
cardboard

glue cloth

2/13/23
2/16/23

Yes
yes

Yes
yes

No
yes

No
no

No
no

2/16/23 yes yes no no yes



Eng: Build 
prototype

• Our teacher demonstrated how to 
make a sand brick with only sand by 
itself and it just crumbled . We 
made a practice sand brick by 
putting dry sand in a brick form 
then removing the form. We 
noticed that the sand did not stay 
together at all; it just fell apart. This 
is our prototype, first try.

• Now we are working on making our 
own sand brick design using sand 
and water mixed ,together. This is 
our first iteration. We scooped the 
mud into the sand brick form. We 
prepared the form with tape at the 
height of 4 inches so each try would 
be the same size brick, just different 
additions to sand.



Observations and notes:

The first iteration we tried was adding water and forming a wet sand brick. We let it 
sit to dry for one full day before testing it and removing the form. All of our practice 
bricks crumbled, and none of the bricks dried from the water we mixed in. We are 
making our first change in brick design/prototype sand brick and we are 
mixing water and sand together and putting it in the sand brick mold. The same 
height of 4" was put in the mold, tamped down by hand. We waited a day for sand 
and water mixture to set. When we took the sand brick mold the sand brick stayed 
in its mold shape mainly but it was crumbly on corners and
edges. Some pieces of sand fell off and we did not even test
the strength by standing on it because it was not structurally
strong. .



Test/analyze/make 
further iterations.
Next iterations,

Our third sand brick, we still mixed water and 
sand together but we are going to layer the 
brick with pieces of cloth so that maybe it 
would hold better. Upper right hand corner:

Side view of our sand brick. Lower left hand 
corner: bird's eye view of our sand brick. 
Lower right hand corner :

Somone standing on our sand brick to see if 
it's stable! That is some strong sand brick! It 
compressed but did not crumble.

On next slide, please enjoy the other 
iterations: cardboard, modeling clay and black 
construction paper. All stood up!





Our engineering teammates in other groups made these third iterations and tested their structural integrity and 
strength:

Sand plus water plus pieces of cardboard, strips, layered in. It stayed together and was able to hold up an adult 
standing on top! A few crumbles fell off the corners.

Sand plus water plus chunks of modeling clay , layered in. The chunks of modeling clay did not improve 
the structure of the brick. When an adult stood on top, it sank in the middle from weight and crumbled to bits.

Sand plus water plus pieces of construction paper same size as top of form, layered in. This tested well, too. It 
had a few sand crumbles on sides and corners but basically stayed together even when an adult stood on it.



Conclusion:

• Our engineering team learned that you cannot make a sturdy brick out of just sand, 
you need to give it some support and cohesiveness. We began to solve our problem 
about a better sand brick. We made a sturdy sand brick layered with some old rags for 
the support, and it held up perfectly. Our prototype was improved in this way. We tried 
several additions but we felt the rag layers worked best.

• Next steps: We could have given it some more support by maybe mixing the sand with 
something else besides water. We wanted to try adding white glue in place of water for 
another iteration, if time had permitted.

• One further idea was to mix clay or a watery slurry of clay into the sand then putting it 
in the mold to set for one day before removing the brick from the mold. We wonder if 
these other brick ideas would make strong, structural bricks that would be able to be 
used in building walls or houses.

• When testing, it might be a good idea to put a certain weight on each brick to see how 
strong it was, not just an adult stepping on top. Weigh the weight! And be consistent in 
each test.

Conclusion:



Resources:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0olpSN6_TCc

• In this video, bricks made of sand plus other added materials held up 
a car!

• https://www.motherearthnews.com/diy/make-your-own-bricks-
zmaz76mjztak/

• This website tells some history of brick making in easy to read article

• Mr. Mike Bekedam made our brick molds. Thank you, Mr. B!

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D0olpSN6_TCc&data=05%7C01%7Cjanine.malkin%40tusd1.org%7C9dc521b307f14b93d22008dac27ce0ce%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C638036138880108100%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HF6JckcuWa%2BHpErSZGFD7CtMcfCUo%2BYpckwFe3falNM%3D&reserved=0
https://www.motherearthnews.com/diy/make-your-own-bricks-zmaz76mjztak/
https://www.motherearthnews.com/diy/make-your-own-bricks-zmaz76mjztak/

